Generation of gene knockouts and mutant models in the laboratory rat by ENU-driven target-selected mutagenesis.
The rat is one of the most important model organisms for biomedical and pharmacological research. However, the generation of novel models for studying specific aspects of human diseases largely depends on selection for specific traits using existing rat strains, thereby solely depending on naturally occurring variation. This study aims to provide the tools to manipulate the rat genome in a more directed way. We developed robust, automated, and scaleable reverse genetic methodology based on ENU (N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea)-driven target-selected mutagenesis. Optimal mutagenesis conditions have been determined in three different rat strains and a universal, rapid, and cost-effective dideoxy resequencing-based screening setup was established for mutation discovery. The effectiveness of the approach is illustrated by the identification of 120 induced mutations in a set of genes of interest, including six that result in unique rat knockout models due to the introduction of premature stop codons. In addition, 56 mutations were found that change amino acids, including critical residues in transmembrane domains of receptors and channels. The approach described here allows for the systematic generation of knockout and protein function altering alleles in the rat. The resulting induced rat models will be powerful tools for studying many aspects of a wide variety of human diseases.